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Introduction
Evidence has clearly shown that cranial bones are malleable(1,2,3) and that palatal malleability is an important
part of cranial mobility (4). Cranial bones, including the two halves of the maxilla, move according to body
position and bite configuration (5,6,7,8,9). Research and clinical evidence shows that alterations in body patterns,
cranial strains, occlusion and centric relation (CR) can, and frequently do, affect one another (10,11,12,13,14).
Therefore, altering the position of the pelvis and hips alters the orientation of the temporal fossa, a major
determinant of condylar position. This emerging understanding of fossa mobility challenges the current
definition of CR and the link between body patterns and cranial strains opens up new opportunities for
advancing clinical care in occlusion, TMD, and airway science.

 

 Took Centric Relation (CR) bite records and mounted scanned and printed models on semi-adjustable 
articulator. Scanned bite in Adapted Centric Posture (ACP) on digital scanned models.
 Documented objective measurements of body position including occlusal grounding performance, cervical 
alignment, thoracic alignment and pelvic alignment.
 Cut the lingual maxillary retaining wires between tooth 8 & 9.
 Took new CR bite records and mounted scanned and printed models on semi-adjustable articulator. 
Scanned new bite in ACP on digital scanned models.
 Documented new objective measurements of body position including occlusal grounding performance, 
cervical alignment, thoracic alignment and pelvic alignment.

Methods
In both patients A and B examiners did the following:

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

 There is potential to see changes in both Centric Relation and body position by cutting a lingual maxillary
retaining wire.
 Position and mobility of both sides of the maxilla affects temporal fossa position. 
 Position and mobility of both sides of the maxilla affects body position.
 Inversely, body position can also  affect maxillary position, cranial strain or temporal fossa position.
 The current definition of Centric Relation is incomplete.

Problem
Centric Relation (CR) traditionally focuses on the mandibular condylar position within the temporal fossae. What
is not taken into account in the definition is the mobility and position of the temporal fossae. The literature
suggests there is a potent influence exerted on the temporal fossae from the rest of the body. CR in its current
definition completely overlooks the body and the body’s influence on temporal fossa position, and is therefore
potentially incomplete. 

Hypothesis
1.
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3.
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5.
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Clinical Significance
Clinical occlusal changes — whether indirectly by adjustments on splints or directly on occlusion via
equilibration, restorations, orthodontics, or orthognathic surgery — have significant effects beyond the head and
neck. These changes in occlusion commonly influence the position and orientation of both fossa of the temporal
bones. This cranial bone alteration induces a cascading series of positional changes on the rest of the body
posture. This bi-directional effect of the bite changing the body and the body changing the bite challenges the
repeatability of CR in its current definition. CR apparently changes as the posture and position of the body
below it changes. Therefore, the comprehensive dentist should take into account each individual’s uniquely
acquired body posture and its associated cranial strain patterns in order for CR to truly be repeatable and stable
long-term. "To get hip on CR", re-imagining its definition will expand the role of dentistry in the world of
integrative medicine.

Conclusion
Based on objective data collected on patient A and B, pre- and post-removal of maxillary bonded lingual
retention wire, we can conclude the following: 1) Maxillary cranial bones do move, 2) “Strain” of the left and right
maxillary bones, may result in altered position and “strain” at the sphenoid and temporal bones and 3)
Movement of temporal bones directly affects centric relation and subsequently dental occlusion. 4) Increased
left or right occlusion can lateralize the body center of mass into the left or right hemisphere, respectively. 5)
Shifting and rotation of the center of mass affects neck position in the frontal and transverse plane, which can
alter rotation of the occiput and directly affect temporal fossae position. 6) Occipital position and neck
orientation create an obligatory lateralization of the center of mass to the left or right hemisphere. 7) Obligatory
cranial and neck positioning as a result of occlusal drive can limit ribcage and diaphragmatic function, which can
easily drive the pelvis into one hemisphere or the other through unilateral hyperactivation of the diaphragm and
associated psoas muscle.

In the final analysis, if the pelvis is unilaterally oriented due to position of feet or asymmetric activity of the
muscles of the pelvic diaphragm, then the resultant obligatory movements of the center of mass can drive
occlusion and CR from the “bottom up”. Therefore, it can logically be concluded that there is then a bi-directional
relationship between CR and the position of the restricted body and hip pattern with the case studies above.
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R & L Temporal Bone Sagittal Motion with L SBR (R Fossa Directed Forward and L Directed Backward)
 
 

R & L Temporal Bone Sagittal Motion with R SBR (R Fossa Directed Backward and L Directed Forward)
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